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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This is the Sustainable Energy Fund (SEF) ninth annual report to the Pennsylvania Public Utility 
Commission (PA PUC) and to the joint petitioners in the PPL Utilities restructuring proceeding 
(Docket # R-0093954). 
  
SEF was formed pursuant to a joint settlement agreement arising from the PA Public Utility 
Commission’s electric utility deregulation proceedings in 1998. SEF operates in an 
entrepreneurial manner as a financially independent and self-sustaining private non-profit 
enterprise, fully incorporated as a 501(c)(3) organization for charitable, educational, and 
scientific purposes.  SEF is led by a President who reports to a seven member Board of 
Directors. 
 
The organization seeks out, focuses on, and invests in economically viable, energy related 
businesses, projects, and educational initiatives that create innovative, market-based technologies 
and solutions to enable environmentally sound sustainable energy use in the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania.   
 
SEF assists all types of commercial entities including small businesses, municipalities, school 
districts, non-profits, farmers, manufacturing facilities, warehouses, and transportation 
companies to reduce the consumption of energy from non sustainable sources. These reductions 
are achieved by reducing or removing financial and/or educational barriers that prevent these 
organizations from generating energy from renewable resources and implementing 
improvements in efficiency of energy utilization as well as reducing energy consumption through 
behavioral change.  Focus areas include: 
 

• Renewable Energy: Energy generated from naturally replenished resources such as 
sunlight, wind, hydro, and geothermal as well as rapidly renewable biomass. 

 
• Energy Efficiency Measures: Measures that provide the same benefit while consuming 

less energy such as envelope insulation, LED lighting and efficient motors. 
 

• Energy Conservation: Activities that reduce energy usage by changing behavior.  
 
Traditional financial barriers are overcome by SEF’s innovative and flexible loan, leasing, and 
equity programs as well as experienced and knowledgeable staff. SEF’s educational and outreach 
programs improve the knowledge of educators and students as well as business owners and 
residential energy users. 
 
 
EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES 
 
SEF funds a variety of educational initiatives that raise public awareness of sustainable energy as 
well as provide intense topic specific training for energy users and educators. This year, saw the 
continued expansion of SEF’s award winning Solar Scholars® Program, continuation of its 
℠CFL Education Program, and a plethora of activities designed to increase public awareness of 
energy related topics throughout Pennsylvania. 
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Solar Scholars®/Sustainable Energy Conference  
SEF’s Solar Scholars® program, a first-in-the nation solar education initiative that promotes the 
adoption and integration of renewable energy concepts and technologies into the curriculum of 
colleges and universities throughout Pennsylvania, continued in 2008 with a new class of 
students and faculty 
 
The goals of the Solar Scholars® Program are to: a) “seed” the adoption and integration of 
renewable energy concepts and technologies into an on-going curriculum of schools that 
currently do not have renewable energy or sustainability programs; and b) expand and enrich 
existing renewable energy or sustainability college programs.  
 
The Class of 2008 consisted of 83 professors and students representing 31 of Pennsylvania’s 
institutions of higher learning.  SEF provided each attendee with a scholarship that covered all 
costs except transportation to and from the conference in exchange for agreeing to integrate 
sustainable energy into their institution’s curricula. This year’s week-long intensive training 
conference was hosted at Dickinson College from July 27th to August 1st. The week’s training 
included both theoretical and hands-on training which centered on solar photovoltaic technology 
and included sessions on photovoltaic (PV) science and manufacturing, system design and 
installation, marketing and financing of current technologies, other renewable energy 
technologies, electric industry power production, utilities and the grid.    
 
Each of the participants returned to their campus as “solar champions” ready to advocate solar 
power as a viable, efficient and environmentally sound solution for today’s and tomorrow’s 
energy needs as well as renewable energy technologies and sustainability. 
 
Following the conference each college was eligible to compete for one of twelve, $15,000 grants 
toward the installation of an on-campus photovoltaic system that has a minimum capacity of 3 
kilowatts.  The grants were awarded to: Dickinson College, Elizabethtown College, Franklin & 
Marshall College, HACC Harrisburg, Lycoming College, Muhlenberg College, Northampton 
Community College, Penn College of Technology, Penn State Hazleton, Penn State Schuylkill, 
Thaddeus Stevens College, and the University of Scranton. 
 
During the 2008/2009 year grant recipients worked on the design, the location, and the 
installation of the array.  All schools are anticipated to have their solar systems commissioned by 
the end of 2009. 
 
Throughout the 2008/2009 year work continued on the Solar Scholars® Program in anticipation 
of the 2009 Solar Scholars® Program which was held at Lafayette College in Easton, PA.  The 
planning included expanding the Solar Scholars® program to include Wind Scholars, a USGBC 
LEED technical review, a sustainable energy expo, and a green job session which offers 
assistance to train dislocated workers who may want to forge a new career path into the coming 
wave of green jobs.   
 
With the growth of the conference the name of the conference changed from the Solar Scholars® 
program to the Sustainable Energy Conference.  The goals expanded also; not only to the 
integration of renewable energy concepts and technologies into an on-going curriculum of 
schools,  but to cultivate a comprehensive understanding of and passion for sustainable energy 
technologies, economics, and public policy in students, educators, policy makers, consumers, 
business leaders, and entrepreneurs so that they can make informed decisions on energy related 
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topics.  SEF advocates the integration of renewable energy studies in higher education 
curriculum, while contributing to the training of tomorrow’s workforce.   
 
CFL Program 
SEF continued the CFL program which utilizes the differences between incandescent and 
compact fluorescent light bulbs to develop an understanding of electric generation and energy 
efficiency in middle and high school students. SEF provides teachers with the SEF developed 
“Investigating CFLs and Incandescent Bulbs” curriculum unit that includes lesson plans, hands-
on activities, and resource page as well as training on how to implement the curriculum. The 
curriculum and training is provided free for teachers and the curriculum is available for free 
download on SEF’s website at http://www.TheSEF.org.   
 
SEF showcased the program and materials at the 2008 PA Science Teachers Annual Convention.  
SEF presented the lesson plans and provided hands-on training demonstrating the difference in 
efficiency and amount of heat loss of the CFL bulb when compared to the incandescent bulb. A 
key element of the demonstration three critical factors related of the CFL bulb vs. the 
incandescent build:  energy, environment, and economy. 
 
Regional school districts were notified of the CFL program via the science coordinators to 
promote the CFL lesson plans and SEF’s CFL fundraising program. 
 
Educational Outreach 
The purpose of SEF’s educational outreach is to equip Pennsylvania’s energy users with the 
knowledge necessary to make fact based energy decisions that include the long term 
environmental and resource impacts of various energy sources. The report titled “Energy 
Learning Curve” notes that more than 50% of Americans cannot name at least one renewable 
energy source, 39% cannot name at least one fossil fuel, and 32% believe that electricity 
generated by solar PV contributes to global warming. Pennsylvanian’s were further challenged 
by a rapidly changing landscape brought about by significant legislative and regulatory changes 
including the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act, Pennsylvania’s Alternative Energy 
Investment Act and changes to the Pennsylvania Utility Code Title 66 brought about by ACT 
129.   
 
To meet this increasing challenge SEF created  a series of new seminars on a variety of topics 
including but not limited to ARRA, the Alternative Energy Investment Act, How to Finance 
Energy Projects, and Carbon Reduction Management. SEF provided these seminars for free to a 
wide audience including students, residential and commercial energy users dispersed 
geographically throughout Eastern and Central Pennsylvania.  
 
As the economy deteriorated in the last year many Pennsylvanian’s were left to search for a new 
career. To aid these Pennsylvanian’s SEF created a Green Jobs Career Overview and partnered 
with the Lehigh Valley Workforce Investment Board to bring the training to dislocated workers. 
SEF is currently working with the Workforce Investment Board to provide additional training for 
dislocated workers.  
 
SEF also created seminars to develop the skills of front-line employees, managers, and owners of 
energy related companies.  In December 2008 SEF initiated its first Finance 101 Class which 
helps participants develop a basic knowledge of financial terms, financial instruments, financial 
concepts, credit, and underwriting; as well as how to overcome barriers in the sale of energy 

http://www.thesef.org/�
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efficiency and renewable energy projects. The first training was attended by thirteen entities, 
including economic developers, energy efficient contractors, and renewable energy contractors. 
The attendees left the conference with insight into how they can help their customers reduce 
energy costs in this tough economic environment.   
 
SEF actively provides expert speakers to community organizations for keynote speeches, 
participation in panels and conference breakout sessions. During the last year SEF has provided 
speakers to a variety of organizations including Penn State, the Greater Lehigh Valley Chamber 
of Commerce, Lehigh Valley Green Builders Forum, Mack Trucks, and Partners in Education, as 
well as many others. In addition, SEF has raised awareness through radio and television talk 
shows. 
 
 
PROGRAM RELATED INVESTMENTS 
 
SEF promotes its mission by financially incentivizing projects for municipalities, school 
districts, manufacturing facilities, warehouses and other businesses.  As the date of deregulation 
approaches, SEF is developing various programs to promote energy efficiency which will 
provide businesses with the opportunity to implement strategies to decrease energy consumption.  
All projects presented to SEF for funding are reviewed for financial sustainability, reliability, 
and feasibility.  
 
Small Business Lighting Retrofit Rebate Program 
SEF and PPL partnered together to design and implement a rebate program that gives small 
businesses up to $2,000 to help replace old or inefficient lighting with new energy efficient 
technology.  An increased number of companies are interested in saving energy, reducing their 
energy bills, and protecting the environment.  This program provided a rebate to financially 
subsidize the lighting improvements now while providing long-lasting energy savings. 
 
The program is for small businesses with less than 100 employees, 25,000 square feet, in good 
standing with PPL, and desire to replace all inefficient lighting with Energy Star products. 
 
The program launched in July 2008 and over the year 186 inquiries and 48 qualified applications 
were received.  The rebate program total project costs were $714,944.  As a result, over 
1,305,249 KWh of annual energy was saved or the equivalent of $166,904 in saved expenses.  
The deadline for the program is August 31, 2009 after which any used funds will be used to 
provide grant funding for small business energy efficient projects. 
 
Commercial Energy Efficient Financing Program (CEEF) 
Given the present economic conditions, businesses have concern of increasing debt to pay for 
energy efficient projects.  SEF developed a commercial energy efficient financing program 
where the costs of the energy efficient projects are paid back with the energy savings.  With the 
CEEF loan there is no increase in the operating costs and no up-front out of pocket expenses. 
 
Energy Efficient Projects 

George F. Kempf Supply Company, Inc. is a family-owned and operated business which sells 
building materials and supplies to contractors and sub-contractors who are primarily located 
in PA, NJ, and DE.  The company’s products include drywall, metal studs, ceiling tiles, 
sheetrock, and grid insulation along with 10,000 building material products.  George F. 
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Kempf Supply Company upgraded the lighting system at the company’s Philadelphia 
headquarters and 206,000 sq. ft. warehouse operation in West Philadelphia.  These upgrades, 
costing $147,288, have a projected annual energy reduction of 549,378 kWh translating to an 
annual savings of $69,000.   
 
Jewish Home of Greater Harrisburg

 

 is a non-profit 501(c)(3) corporation organized in July of 
1965 for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a home for the aged and infirmed, and 
to provide shelter and healthcare services in Harrisburg, PA.  The home consists of a 138-bed 
skilled nursing facility and a 64-bed assisted living facility.  Jewish Home used the $224,000 
loan proceeds to weather-strip doors, seal air leaks above the acoustical ceiling tiles, and redo 
the domestic hot water systems in both the assisted living and skilled nursing facilities.  
Annual energy savings for the hot water and weatherization projects are estimated to be 
$25,666. 

Diversified Information Technologies, Inc.

 

 located in Scranton, PA provides technology-
based information management services including electronic mailroom processing, document 
and data capture and conversion, automated forms and healthcare claims processing, and 
internet-based access and retrieval.  Diversified Information Technologies used the $68,500 
loan proceeds to upgrade the lighting system at the company’s 182,300 sq. ft. headquarters 
building.   Annual energy savings for the lighting system upgrade are estimated at 255,790 
for 49% reduction in energy consumption.  Estimated annual cost savings are $23,788 per 
year. 

H&A Diner, Inc.

 

, who operates under the trade name of Double D Diner, is a family 
restaurant that is open 7 days a week for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.  The $10,578 loan 
proceeds were used to install seven KVAR energy controllers on the following pieces of 
equipment:  walk-in cooler, freezer, 3 roof-top air conditioner units, and 2 electrical breaker 
panels in the basement at the Double D Diner in Coatesville.  Annual kilowatt hours saved is 
estimated to be 23,799, which translates to an annual savings of $2,975. 

Renewable Energy Financing Program (REF) 
Over the past year some favorable tax credits were passed which resulted in an increase in 
activity in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  On the State level, Pennsylvania unveiled the 
PA Sunshine Program which offered solar rebates; and on the federal level, the American 
Reinvested Recovery Act allowed businesses to take the investment tax credits in the form of a 
grant. Both the state solar rebate and the federal grant require upfront payment and then 
reimbursement will follow at the completion of the project.  SEF developed a short term loan 
program in which the solar owner would use the loan proceeds to purchase solar equipment.  The 
loan would be repay, approximately 6 to 9 months later, upon receipt of the federal grant and the 
state rebate. 
 
Solar 

Campus Square Solar, LLC is owner and operator of a 50.5 kilowatt solar power system 
located on a newly constructed commercial building located at 1426 N. 3rd Street, Harrisburg, 
Dauphin County, PA.  The solar system will be the primary source of electricity for all 
common area spaces, estimated at nearly 5,000 square feet.  The building, in general, is 
helping to redevelop the Harrisburg Area Community College Midtown Campus area.   This 
building is designed to incorporate the latest in sustainable technologies including 
geothermal and photovoltaic systems.  The building is registered with the United States 
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Green Building Council and has been designed to achieve LEED Silver status.  The overall 
savings from the solar system is 50,529 kWhs per year which translate to $5,812 per year 
based on the 2009 electric rates.  
 

General Program Related Investments 
SEF’s niche market is the creativity in meeting the financial needs of businesses that support 
SEF’s mission.  There still remains a generic program that supports all types of projects that 
don’t necessarily fit into a currently defined program.   
 

Plextronics, Inc.

 

, headquartered in Pittsburgh, PA is an international technology company 
that specializes in printed solar, lighting, and other electronics with a focus on OLED, 
(organic light emitting diode) lighting.  In addition, Plextronics’ conductive inks can be used 
with traditional printing processes so that, ultimately, anywhere you can print, you can have 
lighting, power, and circuitry.  SEF, as a result of their first investment in Plextronics, is a 
Major Investor who has an option to participate in future funding opportunities. SEF was 
notified of a second series of funding, Series B-1 Preferred, and invested an additional 
$100,000 on the same terms and condition of the first closing.  SEF’s total equity investment 
in Plextronics totals $400,000. 

SEF is pleased with our contribution to-date in establishing a sustainable energy environment 
within the PPL territory and throughout Pennsylvania.  We understand that there is more to do.  
Our position of investing in various types of sustainable energy projects, various sizes of 
projects, and in various locations throughout our territory remains an important factor in SEF’s 
ability to have an influence on developing an improved, sustainable energy environment in 
Pennsylvania.  
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Leases, Loans, Investments, Grants, Rebates 
Entity Amount Total Project  
    
George F. Kemp Supply $147,250 $147,250  
Jewish Home of Greater Harrisburg $203,950 $203,950  
Diversified Information Technology $68,500 $107,144  
H&A Diner $10,578 $10,578  
Campus Square Solar, LLC $280,000 $280,000  
Plextronics $100,000 Investment  
Dickinson College $15,000 $30,030  
Elizabethtown College $15,000 $24,500  
Franklin & Marshall College $15,000 $28,500  
HACC Harrisburg $15,000 $23,168  
Lycoming College $15,000 $21,000  
Muhlenberg College $15,000 $51,556  
Northampton Community College $15,000 $29,080  
Penn College of Technology $15,000 $26,800  
Penn State Hazleton $15,000 $31,000  
Penn State Schuylkill $15,000 $25,700  
Thaddeus Stevens College $15,000 $29,129  
University of Scranton $15,000 $38,980  
Small Business Lighting Retrofit Rebates $63,643 $714,944  
    
    
    
    
Total $1,053,921 $1,823,309  
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INTERNAL ACTIVITIES 
 
Staff 
In October of 2008, SEF hired John Costlow as Director of Technical Services.  Mr. Costlow 
brings 20 years of energy knowledge and experience to SEF.  His experiences include the private 
sector and as Marketing and Energy conservation Manager for a public utility.  Mr. Costlow is 1 
of 38 Certified Carbon Reduction Managers in the North America. 
 
Board 
During the SEF Annual Meeting Andrew Stein replaced Gary Lamont as Chairman of the SEF 
Board and Eric Epstein replaced Dennis Maloskey as Vice Chairman.  The Board reviews 
governance, policy and structure.  There are three standing committees:  Finance, Human 
Resources, and Program Related Investment.  The Finance Committee also functions as the 
Board Audit Committee and the Board Investment Committee.  Over the past year, the Board 
met nine times. 
 
 
GREEN CONNEXIONS 
 
Green Connexions, Inc. is a for-profit C corporation owned by SEF organization. The mission of 
Green Connexions is to provide products and services through renewable energy and energy 
efficiency business ventures.  Profits from Green Connexions are used in support of SEF to help 
sustain its mission.  Green Connexions continues to develop opportunities in the renewable 
energy and energy conservation business sectors. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
As SEF approaches its 10th year, we have a solid foundation of successful projects and programs 
to build upon and we move confidently into a new decade in service to our mission.  The 
knowledge we garnered from our first nine years of service has focused the organization’s efforts 
anew to help PA businesses adopt renewable energy technologies, and energy efficiency 
measures.  
  
As SEF was funded by the ratepayers of the PPL territory, SEF monitors various activities to 
ensure the best interest for the ratepayers.  Educational initiatives, financial opportunities, and 
administration of programs will continue to be critical parts in helping the ratepayers mitigate the 
escalating cost of local electric services.  The current energy environment is a challenge for 
everyone, but SEF remains committed to the ratepayers.  
 
Since inception of the fund, SEF has participated in funding for projects with a total cost 
exceeding $70 million.  SEF has committed $1.6 million in grants and $20 million in loans to a 
variety of entities with a variety of projects promoting renewable energy and energy efficiency.  
SEF will continue fulfillment of our mission via education, finance, and program administration. 
 
The success of the organization depends upon many and we would like to thank all who 
contributed.  Much has been done, but much more awaits us with new challenges on the path of 
renewable energy and energy efficiency.  Each of us, as individuals and as a collective unit, 





 

APPENDIX A: ENERGY METRICS 
 
 

ENERGY ANALYSIS FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2009 SEF FUNDED PROJECTS  
     

Project Committed/Disbursed Kilowatt-hours Kilowatt-hours Greenhouse Gases 

 Funds generated per year saved per year 
Saved (metric tons per 

year) 
          
George Kempf Supply Co, Inc. $147,250  549,378 285.4 

Jewish Home of Greater 
Harrisburg $203,950  23,014 12.7 

Campus Square Partners $280,000 50,529  26.3 
Diversified Information 

Technologies $68,500  255,790 132.9 
H&A Diner, Inc $10,578 23,799  12.4 

Plextronics $100,000  Unknown Unknown 
     

Small Business Lighting 
Retrofit Rebate Program $63,643  1,305,249 678.1 

Dickinson College $15,000 3,819  2.0 
Elizabethtown College $15,000 3,646  1.9 
Franklin & Marshall 

College $15,000 3,553  1.8 
HACC Harrisburg $15,000 3,742  1.9 
Lycoming College $15,000 3,314  1.7 

Muhlenberg College $15,000 3,553  1.8 
Northampton Community 

College $15,000 3,553  1.8 
Penn College of 

Technology $15,000 3,314  1.7 
Penn State Hazleton $15,000 3,553  1.8 

Thaddeus Stevens College $15,000 3,580  1.9 
University of Scranton $15,000 3,314  1.7 
Penn State Schuylkill $15,000 5,341  2.8 

Totals $1,053,921 118,610 2,133,431 1,170.6 
 
 
 
 

      
      
      

 Note:     
1.  The calculation used to generate the greenhouse gases reduced is based upon the national average of CO2 
emissions caused by various power generation facilities. The US EPA provides this number (1.64 lbs/kw-hr). 
2.  The calculations for kilowatt-hours saved and greenhouse gases reduced are based upon the 8-year life of the LED 
lens. 
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APPENDIX C: BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
 

Chairman: Andrew Stein 
  
 
Vice Chairman: Eric Epstein 
Member: Finance and HR Committees 
 
 
Secretary & Treasurer: Alan A. Roman 
Chairman: Finance Committee 
Member: PRI Committee 
 
 
Director: Gary Lamont  
Chairman: PRI Committee 
Member: HR and Finance Committees 
 
 
Director: G. Scott Paterno  
Chairman: HR Committee 
 
 
  
Director: Fr. John Ryan 
Member: PRI Committee 
 
 
Director: Robert J. Davis 
Member: PRI and Finance Committees 
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